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Almost everyone loves Paris. Most people love New York. Or Barcelona. Or, conceivably, 

Vienna.  

 

But can you love Linz? Even as a non-Linzer?  

 

You can. I am the living proof.  

 

Granted, I don’t love Linz the way I love Paris. Nor the way I loved those first proud 

capitals of culture, in the days when the whole format was still in the making. Cities like 

Athens or Florence, whose historical dimensions alone were such that they flattered 

Europe. 

 

I love Linz in a way that is reserved entirely for this city. 

 

There are others, I know, who love Linz in their way. ”Capital of Culture Must Burn“ was 

recently sprayed on a pedestrian bridge in Linz. What did the anonymous author mean? 

Rome burnt and Nero looked on. And Zurich burned. It burned so badly, back in the 

early 1980s, that when the heat subsided, a new, more life-affirming and more 

cosmopolitan Zurich took the place of the old one that Huldrych Zwingli had bequeathed 

to us. 

 

But Linz? Must Linz burn in order to be Capital of Culture? 

 

In the meantime part of the spray-painted slogan has been scrubbed away. I’ve no idea 

by whom. Whoever did it, must have had an agenda of their own. The word ”Burn“ has 

been left intact.  

 

Love can sometimes burn. When one is head over heels in love. When a brief glance is 

enough to set off sparks. When every fleeting touch leads to a heat build-up. 

 

Yet this is not how it is with Linz – or with love. Not with my love, anyway. 

 

I for one did not fall in love with Linz at first sight. I had been here for quite some time 

before it all began. Gently. When the professionally induced attention I owed to Linz 

turned into affection. And when this affection mutated into love: the sort of love that is 

heart-warming; honest; does not shy away from conflict; seeks reconciliation; and does 

not, in a spirit of generosity, hold past mistakes against the other. Because the other, 

because Linz is headstrong, opinionated – and quite simply unique. 
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Such love is neither the love you find in great literature nor in kitschy sitcoms. Glamour 

and vanity are as noticeable in their absence as emotional exuberance and flowing juices.  

 

My love for Linz takes as its text the city’s everyday life. It is to do with its culturally active 

core: with its altogether unusual frankness and the plainspoken promptitude with which 

judgements of taste, artistic assessments and expectations of the uses something can be 

put to are articulated here. 

 

Elsewhere volume upon volume of aesthetic theory would be written about what precisely 

is meant by ”Das taugt mir“, which baldly translates into ”I like it“. The daily use of such 

Austrian formulae in Linz testifies to a judgement independent of tradition and precedent 

that is no less than exhilarating. It seeks neither confirmation from others nor 

legitimisation by tradition nor the blessing of the discourse that happens to be 

fashionable at the moment. What counts is the city’s own cosmos of values. If this 

cosmos were a self-contained, hermetic one, it would be impossible to get Linz to move. 

And love would have its work cut out. This is indeed how it might look to begin with. With 

time however, as affection grows, you realize that the opposite is the case: the Linz 

cosmos is an accessible one. Culture is the key in this city not just to selling tickets or to 

lobbying for this, that or the other: it’s what really moves people. Yet for culture to be able 

to do that, you really have to put in an effort. You have to muster the curiosity to find out 

what it is that ”taugt“ people, and the reasons why they like it. And why they cannot find 

it in them to whip up enthusiasm for certain other things. All this has to be done without 

any condescending pandering to Linz’s existing expectations. 

 

This is how it is with a love for Linz. Burning? Well, no. Warming, yes. In a sustainable 

manner. I like it. 

 

Martin Heller lives in Zurich and Linz and is Artistic Director of Linz09. 

 


